Some Australian authors recently translated into French


*Reprinted by Flammarion in February 2007 and published in a smaller format by J’ai lu in April 2008.*
*Also available as a free e-book*


*Two more best-sellers by Kate Morton have been republished in France: Les brumes de Riverton (poche) November 2011 and Le jardin des secrets (poche) October 2010.*


*Also available as an e-book.*


**Recent publications with French content by Australian authors**

Shortlisted for the NSW Premier’s History Awards, General History category, 2005.


*Also available as a pdf.*


*Also available as an e-book.*


*Novel set against the backdrop of World War 1.*


*Includes 28 full-colour illustrations.*


**Australian translations of French works**


Rebecca Lister, *Ici*, translated by Marc Orlando, Melbourne, 2012. *This play was staged and performed in French at the inaugural Australia Festival, Divonne-les-Bains, France, in September 2012 <http://austfest.com/>.*


Books with Australian content recently published in France and New Caledonia

*Set in Australia and New Zealand. Also available as an e-book.*


*This novel is set in Perth. Former journalist at France 2, then at Arte, the author lives in Australia for several months each year.*


*This bilingual monologue contains 36 illustrations.*

*This bilingual monologue contains 28 illustrations.*